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AERODYNAMIC ROLLING AND YAWING MOhH!NTSPRODUCED

BY FLOATING WING-TIP AILERONS, AS MEASURED

BY THE SPINNING BALANCE

By Millard J. Bamber

SUhiMARY

The investigation described in this report was made
to determine the effectiveness of floating wing-tip aile-
rons as an airplane control in the spin. In these tests
the ailerons, not being balanced, were set parallel to the
axis of rotation, which is probably very nearly the atti-
tude that balanced’ floating ailerons would assume in a
sp in.

The tests were made with the spinning balance in the
N.A.C.A. 5-foot vertical tunnel. The model was tested
with and without the ailerons in 12 spinning attitudes
chosen to cover the probable spinning range.

Rolling- and yawing-mome~lt coefficients are given as
measured for the model with and rit’bout the ailerons, and
computed values are given for the ailerons alone.

The addition of floating wing-tip ailerons to the model
doubled the rolliag-moment coefficient and increased the
y“awing-moment coefficient by 0.05 aud more. Both moments
were in a sense to oppose the spin.

INTRODUCTION

The necessary condition for a steady spin is that all
aerodynamic forces and moments about any set of axes must
exactly equal and oppose the gyroscopic moments, weight of
the airplane, and centrifugal force.
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The effects, an a spin, of changes in the aerodynamic
forces are usually of secondary importance because they
are balanced by small changes in attitude or velocity with-
out materially affecting the spin, A moderate change in.
aerodynamic rolling moment during a spin is usually bal-
anced by a change in sideslip. An increase in the pitch-
ing moment (diving moment), if it is not applied too sud-
denly, is usually balanced by an increase in rotational
velocity, An increase in damping in yaw, however, is usu-
ally balanced by a decrease in rotational velocity. This
decrease in rotational velocity decreases the gyroscopic
stalling moment and the airplane will spin at a lower an-
gle of attack or it may recover from the spin. In other
words, a damping moment in y~y is the only force or moment
which usually, cannot be balanced by small changes in atti-
tud,e or vel”oc-it~’without materially affecting the spin.
It ii’ also true that if ~ny aerodynamic monent is changed
suffs”ciently either the attitude of the airplane or the
rotational velocity will be such as to destroy the %alance
of th’e moments or forces and a steady spin will be impos-
sible.

A study of methods for obtaining suitable damping in
yaw indicated that floating wing-tip ailerons give large
rolling and yawing moments (airplane axes) opposing the
spin, even with the contro”ls set par~ly with the spin.
These moments should be suffici~nt to prevent an other-
wise normal airplane from attaining an uncontrolled spin;
they w~uld probably entirely prevent any spin if the con-
trols”:were held neutral.

Wind--tuanel investigations have shown that floating
wing-t i

?
ailerons give lateral control at all anglas of

attack references 1 to 5, inclusive), a:jd that with con-
trols neutral they give large damping moments” in roll about
the wind axes (references 2, 3, a-ridG). The performance
characteristics of floating tip ailerons are at present
considered rather unsatisfactory because they add so much
extra span and area to” the wing for. control purposes only
and because the control forces may be rather large (refer-
ences 1 to 3, inclusive). .Howover, it appears that an ai-
leron balan~e can be devel-oped that ;will allow the in-
creased spa ~ and area to-be used as a lifting surface as
well as a c DtFol,

7 and the o~ntrol forces could he re-
duced. WitlI a suitable ailerop balance the w-ing-and-aile-
ron cambina$ioa should give bea~ly as good climb and lift
characteristics as a plain wing of the same total area.
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The present investigation was made with the spinning
balance in the N.A.C.A. 5-foot vertical wind tunnel to de-
termine the aerodyna:?ic forces and moments given by float-
ing wing-tip ailerons on a model operating in spinning at-
titudes.

MODEL AND APPARATUS

The model used in these tests was a low-wing monoplane.
Sise and plan views are given in figure 1. The areas of
the tail surfaces and the length of the fuselage represent
average present-day practice. The wing, of a symmetrical
section, was tapered 2:1 in plan form and 1.55:1 in
thickness, the thickness %etng 18.5 percent of the chord
at the root section. The span of the wing was 30 inches
and the aspect ratio was 6. The dihedral was such that
the maximum upper-surface section ordinates were in one
plane.

The ailerons were made as a continuation of the wing
at the tips and their area was 15.1 percent of the wing
area. They were rigidly interconnected by a rod running
straight through the wing, located 20 pehcent of the chord
back of the leading edge and on the chord line of the sec-
tion at the tip of the wing. Because of the dihedral in
the wing the ailerons rotated shout an axis which was not
the center line of the thickness of the sections. The ai-
lerons vere not balanced either statically or dynamically,
so for these tests they were locked parallel to the axis
of the spin. This practice was considered allowable be-
cause the geometry of t’he spin indicates that balanced ai-
lerons would float very nearly in this position except for
sideslip and interference effects between the aileron and
wing.

The spinning balance, which measures all six compo-
nents, is described in reference 7 and the vertical wind
tunnel is described in reference 8.
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TESTS

Tests were made with and without the ailerons in each
of the attitudes defined by the following table:

———,

a

(de-
grees)

_————

40
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50
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6- 27.1

0 1 27.1

-10 27.1

I10 “ 28.5

0 28.5

-10 I 28.5

10 I 31*1

o I 31.1

-lo I31.1

10 29.2

0 29,2

-10 I 29.2

L.-—--— —_____

.—-——--
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I
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where p, q, and r are the’:rotational velocities in radi-
ans per second about the X, Y, and Z axes, re-
spectively; and @ is the angle between the re-

.. .!-X* “sultant vvindand its projection .on,the XZ plane,.)...,,,.-.
‘r,...’. #:::positive in a..right spin with Inward sideslip

..
...! :,.

:.~“ : ~~e above attitud~s-were computed for each angle of
.~ttack;,fr..o~~abalance between assumed values of normal
forcze:.and.~$tch%pg moments due to air forces, and the
weight of the airplane, the centrifugal force, and the
gyroscopic pitching moment due to the rotation.

.;., .:,,. . ..=. .
i.Both.~the elevator and the ruddgr.we~e neutral for all

tesjqg.. The tunqqloair speed.was. reduced ,at angles of at---
tack of 60°, and 70 because of the high rate of rotation?
Tne Reynolds Number; based on a 5-inch chord and an air
speed of 65 feet per second, was. about 1G5,000*
.,. ,.. . . ..

. . . ,.. . -,. .. . . . .. . . .,...,.: -.. .,.. ~.”.

R~SULTS”” -

. .

(cz J” ‘-~” .and yawing (c~)
the ailerons are given

.. . .r: S-...
,. ,. - -.

,.: .. ... _- ,.T@9 ~.gef~;ciints Of”rOiling

mbmeti$svdbtained with and +?Ithout
fur”right spins’ in figures 2 and 3. The changes in force
&nd’Jp$.+iching=rnoment coefficients are considered to be’of
hegllgible” importance. . .

...,. ... . ,... .,.:,
., “ “The c~bfficients ia”esch case were o~tained by the..,.
following relations:...,:,:....

.:.!-,’ L,,.
c~=;– —.. .

,. z~@sb

.. .
,.

where’ L and N are the moments

s is the area of the wing without the ailerons

b is the span of the wing without the ailerons

Test results can usually be repeated nithin *0.005
for C-Q and ct.

. .
,.. .,
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??~~~:re2 shows that ‘the rolling moments opposing the
spfaw.arp. alout twice those given by the model tvithout the
aileron”s”.i-~The addition of this ,rolling moment would make
the airplane spin with considerable outward sideslip or it
might .>revent the spin if the difference in moments of..in-
ertia about the Y and Z axes is within the range of
that for ordinary airplanes.

,,-.;..r-% “.-A.
. ,.

Fygti&e 3 shows.fhat, wit”h the ailtirons attached, the
yawin-gtnbment opposxng the spin is large, the smallest.
value of.’the coeffict,pjits be,ing,O.075. It is generally
agreed that t?,leaerodynamic yawing moment is the most im-
portant factor in the control of a spin; a value of the
coefficient of 0.03 would probably prevent a dangerous
spin, and a value of 0.06 has been given as.being suffi-
cient to prevent any airplane from attaining a dangerous
spin (reference 9)0

It is doubtful,if sufficient rotational velocity
could bo obtained with the large damping moments in yaw to
balance the aerodynamic pitching moments in any sp,inning
attitude, A spin might be developed by putting the con-
trols with t“he spin, but recovery would he immediate when
the controls were moved to neutral. However, there still
remains the possibility that recovery from a spin might be
impossible if the airplane is of ‘an unconventional design.

Values of CL and Cn were computed by assuming that
each aileron was an individual airfoil of aspect ratio
1.51 operating at the angle of attack and air speed it
would have attained if there had been no interference from
the rest of the model. These values are given in figures
2 and 3 for comparison, The computed values of rolling--
and yawing-monent coefficients are considerably larger than
the measured value~. This difference is Troha%ly dv.e to
the interference between the ailerons and the wings.

.,
,.,. CONCLUSIONS

,..,

1. Floa”ting ;i’ng-tip ailerons #ive very- 18rg”i roil:

ing and yawing moments opposing the spin when used on an
airplane in spinning attitudes if they are held neutral,
i.e., if both ailerons are held in the sane plane and al-
lowed to rotate about tile lateral axis of the wing.
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2. With the ordinary type.of airplane fitted with
floating wing-tip ailerons, it is very improbable that a
balance in a spin could be obtained with the aileron con-

T!,t.rolsTneUtral. If a:qpin were obtained when the controls
were ‘with the spin, r,ecovery: would very-probably. be imme-
diate aild positive mhen the. contro~s.werk Zloved to neutral.

,3. “’.’COLlpUted values of.rolling~ and. yawing-rnornent co-
efficients for the ailerons. only (neglecting ail,eron-wing
~zlterferenee) are considerably, larger thaa the measured
values.: .. . ,..

,...

..Laugley Memorial Aeronautical .Labora~ory, “, .
“National Advisory Committee .for;Aeronaut~,csi

,

.. ‘Langley.E’ie,Id, Va. ,January .30, 1934~’
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Figure 1. -Side and
plan views

of model with float-
ing wing-tip ailercms.
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Figure 2!. - lloll~ng-monentooefflolente,body aces, for model withandvlthout
floating wing-tip ailerons, and oomputedv~luee.Right epln.
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Figure 3.- Yawin -moment ooeffiolente, body axes, for model with and without float-
fi= w I&tip allerona, and oomputed values. Right spin.


